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They Canstart Small
Portiol-onset seizures moy be less drqmotic but ore still quite dongerous.
Somelimes when Debbie C. has a seizure, it lasts only ro to
15 seconds. "I get an odd, wavy sensation in my head-just an
aura," she says. "I remain conscious and can keep going about
my day."

Other times-more often for Debbie, in fact-that wavy sensation becomes more physical.'Sometimes I also tense up my
arms and make fists or make laughing noises," she explains.
Neither of these seizures is a tonic-clonic seizure-those
seizures most people think about when they think "epilepsy."
A tonic-clonic seizure affects the whole body. In the "tonic"

phase, the muscles stiffen, a person will lose consciousness,
and may fall to the ground. Then in the "clonic" phase, muscles
can jerk rapidly and repeatedly, bending at the joints. These
tonic-clonic seizures usually last from one to three minutes.
The seizures that Debbie describes are different. They are
known as "partial-onset" seizures. They start with an electrical
disturbance in one small area of the brain. And a partial-onset
seizure can affect people in dozens of different ways. It might
cause a tingling. It might spark a sense of d6ji vu, or a strange
smell. It might cause a person to swing a limb rhythmically
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Ihe Ripple Effect
A simple portiol seizure
moy olso become

o complex portiol
seizure, or o secondorily
generolized seizure.

60%

of people with epileps
hove portiol-onset seiz
Do you know if you do?
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partial-onset seizure happens while you're driring, or on a ladder, you could do yourself serious
injury. There are other risks. Sometimes a partialonset seizure can spread to the entire brain and
progress, or "generalize," to a tonic-clonic seizure.
Michael R. Sperling, M.D., director of the Jefa
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"It's helpful
someone r|ho
has u,itnessecl
one of your
seiztn'e.s can
speok zoith the
doctor too."

back and forth for no reason.

"I have many patients rvho had partial-onset
seizures for years, but didn't realize they rvere
seizures," says Robert Fisher, M.D., Ph.D., director of the Stanford Epilepsy Center. "They
didnt wind up seeing a doctor until

someone

ferson Comprehensive Epilepsy Center at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospitals, recommends talking rvith your doctor if you suspect you might have
partial-onset seizures. "It's helpful if someone who
has witnessed your seizures can speak with the
doctor too. You might not be able to recall evervthing yourself," says Dr. Sperling. A video can be
especially helpful, he added.
The right medication or combination of medications may help to control partial-onset seizures.
What is the first step to fighting partial-onset
seizures? Knowing that you have them. About

6o percent of people rvith epilepsy rviil have
partial-onset seizures, so it makes sense to keep
the survey belorv, and be sure

at work noticed sornething was off," he says.

a close rvatch. Take

Even though these aren't classic tonic-clonic
seizures, partial-onset seizures can carry risks. If

to talk to your doctor if any of the s)'mptoms are
a match.

Do you hove epilepsy, ond hove you
experienced these symptoms?
They moy be portiol-onset seizures.
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Repetitive movements fiddling wih buftons, hoir sirok ng
Spocing oui / stortng into spoce
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tr A feeling of d6jd vu
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lnvoluntory twitching or lerking movements
Sudden, unexploined bursts of loughter
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n Odd sensotions-heorrng
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ringrng sounds or buzz ng

Stronge, unpleoscnt smells
Unexploined feelings of feor or onxiety
Sudden nouseo or "butterflies" in the stomoch

Get more informotion
obout o portiol-onset
seizure medicotion ot
PortiolOnselHelp.com.
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